KAUST Education Passport: Exploring Scientific Research Communication Methods
April 27 - May 3, 2024

Explore the rich history of Saudi Arabia as you engage with an international group of scientists who will share how to communicate research using various methods of communication.

Selected students will be awarded a fully funded one-week trip to KAUST to participate in this program.

The fully funded one-week trip includes:
- Roundtrip Airfare to KAUST
- Shared Housing
- 3 Daily Meals
- Airport Pick Up/Drop Off In-Kingdom
- Transportation within Saudi Arabia and KAUST
- Cultural Immersion Activities

Participants will have the opportunity to:
- Speak with current KAUST students
- Meet leading researchers
- Explore world-class core labs and research centers
- Engage in cultural immersion activities
- Attend professional development events

Application Requirements:
- 3rd or 4th year undergraduate student
- Enrolled in STEM academic program
- Minimum 3.5/4.00 GPA
- Statement of Purpose
- CV
- 1 Letter of Recommendation
- University Transcripts
- Strong English Ability

Application Deadline: February 27, 2024

For questions please contact us at: international.recruitment@kaust.edu.sa

Apply Here
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Program Information:

1. Visas
   If selected, participants are required to apply for a Saudi E-Visa prior to arrival. **Note:** Participants are responsible for the payment of their individual visas. This cost is not covered by KAUST.

2. Ground Transportation in Saudi Arabia
   Once participants arrive to the airport in Jeddah, Saudi Arabia, KAUST will arrange all ground transportation while individuals are in the country. This includes airport transfers, cultural activity transportation, and on campus transportation.

3. Flights
   Roundtrip airfare from the closest international airport in the participant’s hometown or university city to Jeddah, Saudi Arabia will be arranged by KAUST. Please make sure to state the correct location in your application.

4. Social and cultural activities
   All social and cultural activities will be arranged and led by KAUST. These are included at no cost to the program participant.

5. Meal vouchers
   All participants will receive meal vouchers for the program’s duration. These vouchers can be used in the restaurants and dining areas available on campus.

6. Housing
   Participants will be provided with shared accommodations in our student housing community adjacent to campus. Each room comes with a bathroom, bed sheets, and a towel. The living accommodations are equipped with a water kettle, microwave, and mini fridge. Housing is divided by gender and all residents are provided keys for their main housing entrance and individual bedroom.

7. On campus transportation
   KAUST provides complimentary transportation on campus to all visitors and community members. Bus stops are placed within walking distance of any facility.

8. Health/Medical insurance
   All visiting students will have access to the KAUST Health Center during their stay. This facility is within walking distance from all areas of campus. The KAUST Health Center is equipped with internationally trained doctors, medical staff, a full pharmacy, emergency room, and access to an internationally accredited (JCAH) hospital.
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KAUST at a Glance

1600+ Students
65% Students are International
78 Nationalities
38% Students are Women
24 Campus Based Core Labs and Research Centers

GRADUATE PROGRAMS
- Applied Mathematics & Computational Science
- Applied Physics
- Bioengineering
- Bioscience
- Chemical Engineering
- Chemistry
- Computer Science
- Earth Science and Engineering
- Electrical & Computer Engineering
- Energy Resources & Engineering
- Environmental Science & Engineering
- Marine Science
- Material Science & Engineering
- Mechanical Engineering
- Plant Science
- Statistics
- Technology Innovation and Engineering